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hjnpvs Aviators Share In
won - Wide Movement
By Larry Bram '44

.-.jyingbugisnot a local phebut U a nationwide, it not
Jje
P"*"* Here at Bate8' "
aruct claiming ten students as
l' .urns, who are now actively enTfcBWteriag the flying course
jLj W the CAA. The ten who can
C almost every clear day gazing
lL,jUpiiito the blue, or who seem
C^iden and lorlorn on cloudy
jre: Michael Matragrano '42,
Parent '42, Edward Boulter
Leighton
R'ijlliam Sailing '43,
I
*# ')3, Waiter Davis '44, Joseph
^eUe '41, James Soutar '44,
we0 Baker '■£>. and Harold Mc

neuvers, such, as stalls, spin,s
banks, "eights, around pylons", and
"seven-twenties". This latter maneuver requires two complete circles with
the plane ending up at the same altitude and flying in the same direction
as at the start. After a minimum of
eight hours, or a maximum of ten
hours of this dual flying, the student
is allowed to solo. This is perhaps the
greatest thrill a flier experiences, because it means that hisgoal is very
nearly reached. The first solo requires
the student to take-off, circle the field,
and land. Later on, the maneuvers
that he learned while flying with the
instructor will be executed with the
5,
ISHJ '*
familiar head of the instructor missLw Takes
ing from the front cockpit.
[yiswous Time
Ik laii oi learning the rudiments First Solo
Iff tying is no easv one- First, the Provides Thrill
jjtont musi be physically perfect;
Most, if not all, of the students
|tn in addition to the actual flying. have already soloed, and their reacstudents must attend ground tion can be summed up in two words:
three hours per night, three "It's great". After an amassed total
Ightsperueek for a total of seventy of at least 35 hours in the air, includI tours. Here the fledglings master ing dual and solo flying, the student
! rales and regulation* of the CAA is eligible for his private flier's liltd learn motor and plane mainte- cense. However, this is issued only
|wee; that is, iae structure of the after the applicant has successfully
body a:id the motor and the passed a written exam and has re[forte;., oi -.; parts. The future pi- ceived the sanction of the CAA flight
Ma ait also instructed in meteorol- inspector. The latter is granted after
*JTa»ln7.;ation, both of which arfa the applicant has successfully execuyiuily e&eunu to aviation.
ted the maneuvers stated by the InDue to the necessitated speed-up of spector, who goes up with the flier.
I lie training program, the boys were
Most of the boys taking the course
Sen flight, training from the first day are dcing so with the hope of even
111 tie dual-coutroUed Aeronca train- tually flying for Uncle Sam, following
In; Mr. Henry Dingley and Mr. Rex the example of Richard Fee and Kon|iiite, wo very capable instructors. neth Lyford, both of the class of '43.
1 wasn't long after that, that the fel- The former is in the Army Air Corps
■••■s itarted learning the various ma- and the latter is flying for the Navy.

WAA Conference Considers
Place Of Women In Wartime

Betty Bates Award
April 30 Climaxes
Annual Activities
"Vitality for Victory" is the theme
this year of the annual WAA health
week to be held from April 2S to 30.
Lorna MacGray '44, as chairman, reports the following highlights of the
event: Tuesday, April 28, at 6:4C p.
m., the "Song and Skit" competition
at the Women's Locker Building;
Wednesday, April 29, the Posture Table at Fiske Dining Hall; and Thursday, April 30, at 6:45 p. m., the "Betty
Bates" parade and the awarding of
prizes at the Women's Locker Building.
Like everything else, Health Week
has of necessity, been shortened to
comply with the shortened school
year. This year the health program
has been cut down to three days instead of the usual week.
In contrast to former years, there
will be only one feature involving
competition — the song and skit contest. Heretofore, fruit selling has been
i un off in inter-dorm competition.
This year, however, fruit will be sold
in the dormitories as usual, but without the idea of competition. Phyllis
Chase '44 is in charge of fruit-selling
and Eva Fowler '44 is assisting her.
A representative from each dormitory
will take charge of the fruit in her
own dorm. These representatives include: Chase, Winifred Clarke "4i:
Wilson, Ann Tingley '45; Hacker.
(Continued on pas* four)

Musical Clubs Present
Spring Concert, Nay 1
The 10th annual concert of the
Bates Musical Clubs will be held on
Friday evening, May 1, it was an
nounced early this week by Mr. Sel
don T. Crafts. The program will begin
in the chapel at 8T0U o'clock.

Seniors Designate
Class Day Parts

I
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PRICE: 10 CENTS

Actors Stage Lincoln
Drama TomorrowNight

Course Registration
$1300 Budget Limits
CommencementExpenses Commences Friday
John Donovan and David Nickerson
Registration

were elected to the positions of
toastmaster and marshal respectively
at a chapel election Monday morning
when the class of 1942 designated its
Class Day leaders.
The following were also chosen for
Important parts: Thomas Howartn,
prelude; Lysander Kemp, class poem;
Virginia Day, address to fathers and
mothers; Dorothy Mathews, class history; George Kinvin, address to halls
and campus men; Annie Momna, address to halls and campus women;
John Senior, last will and testament;
Jane Woodbury, presentation of class
gilt; Paul Quimby, pipe oration;
Ralph Toiler, class oration.
Elaiue Humphrey was selected for
the alumni secretary position.

'43 Elects Speakers
for Ivy Day Exercises
Lester Smith, chairman of the Ivy
Day Committee, revealed that as a result of the Junior Class balloting in
chapel last Monday the following have
been elected to parts in the Ivy Day
exercises scheduled for the Alumni
Gymnasium May 11:
Marshal, Harlan Sturgis; toastmaster, John Marsh; chaplain, Weston
Cate; toast to faculty, Valerie Saiving; toast to athletes, Yvonne Chase;
gifts to women, Thomas Hetherman;
gilts to men, Dorothy Maulsby; toast
to men, June Atkins; toast to women.
John Grimes; toast to seniors, Freeman Rawson; class musicians, Frances Rolfe, piano, and Genevieve Stephenson, vocaL
The Ivy Day Committee consists of
Smith, chairman, Mary Derderian,
Robert Archibald, Ida May Hollls.
John Stahlberger, Martha Littlefield,
and- George Hammond.

This spring concert has come to be
the most important musical event on
the campus and this year will include
By Harriet Gray "43
selections by the Choral Society, Or[fa feek end of April 9-11 found cilities here are not adequate for such phic Orchestra, and the Men's and
Professor Myrhman revealed recent""aa Burns '43 and -Nancy Gould '43 use, although the larger colleges and Women's Glee Clubs. Soloists for the
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• 'his association consists of any
ing the war tax and may be purchased
The Pre-Social Service major is in*B which ha; a Women's Athletic gates were divided up according to from members of tne participating tended to meet the needs of those stu"town with a written eonstitu- the type and size of the school. The musical organizations. Assisting Mr. dents contemplating professional work
P«ad student officers. Since Bates girls examined the various ways they Crafts in arranging the program are (with or without graduate study) in
I * only Maine college belonging to had been helping in the defense pro- James Doe '42 and David Goldeuberg child welfare, family case work, group
II federation, the Misses Gould and gram. One girls' school is sponsoring '42.
work, occupational therapy, hospital
*ere the only representatives a household mechanics course in
social work, psychiatric nursing, pubal1, tbere were which the students were learning to
lic health work", guidance in the
I rt.U'iS0 Btate" : lQ
re resented
schools, personnel work, and related
I*"* ^
P
. along repair such articles as lamps, refrigL ^ District of Columbia, with erators, vacuum cleaners, and other Nichols Reaches Final
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L. m ;""i flfty-flve delegates household articles. Another college Bound In Regional Forum
The general outline which follows
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■a,, th"
eme of the conference evening, Mr. Hasenfus, a representa- New England, New York, New Jersey, are: Sociology 211, 212, 341 (and elec\%^ Place (,i women in war-time tive of the American Red Cross, talk- Maryland, Delaware, and the District ties, to meet need, up to 18 hours inU *S' °ne °' the principal speak- ed on Canoeing and Water Techniques. of Columbia. Nichols and Elliott Good- clusive); Psychology 201, 240, 333
K^y Mjss .Mildred H. McAfee, the The students of Wellesley cooperated man, Dartmouth participant, repre- (and electives as above).
hfe"' of WeUesley, who discussed in showing the delegates around their sented the Northern New England colThe maximum in principal courses
!«■ jjj e 0l atbleiics as morale boost- spacious campus. Indeed, in order to leges ln the contest sponsored by
y1 *ar, the need of physical At- save the delegates from getting lost the Office of Coordinator of Inter- will thus be 36 hours, an equivalent to
>»nd
and H._
th16 Place of recreation. The they were provided with guide maps
the 36 hours in major and related miAmerican Affairs.
nor as in the old requirements. It will
""•"ves had problem hour? in of the campus and the buildings.
At Syracuse two round table dis- also be understood that where the Inthev PUl forln the
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time,
it
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necessary
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difficulties
cussions were herd from which six dividual case demands, the student
V . CoUe8es, and attempted to to keep up the" physical and mental contestants were picked to compete
thp
well-being of the citttens as a whole, in the final round. Nichols was will be free to choose 24 hours in
ir solution.
"*.
Frid.ay U,e
such programs as this may profitably chosen one of those six round table either field and the remaining 12 in
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Principal address
the other, or any combination within
*«<* by Miss Martha Gable, be started in the schools and colleges, speakers, thus winning a place as these limits.
lot of
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Institutions
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Schools and Colleges
one of the best of 36 entrants in a
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the
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equivalent;
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- One of her Ideas was
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officious looking pamphlet*, •which pete with six other regional winners, ably distributed between the two
'
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open
their
facili':-, the
prove that there was serious study at
fields, but with no more than three
I *ni h-c P.:i:,lic for use ln recrea" the conference a well as a generous all of whom will he awarded trips to hours acceptable in Bible study.
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P be " ^ '^-building. This would
Possi4e
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he filled a nigh executive position

Myrhman Explains New
Social Service Major

John James, president of the senior
class, announced this week that the
class of 1942 has nearly $1300 to use
for its Class Gift, the Outing, and
Commencement expenses. The Gift
Committee is headed by Jack Kenney,
and plans to spend from $450 to $500
for the gift At present, five suggestions are being considered by the
committee, but Chairman Kenney de
clares that new ideas are welcome,
and should be turned Into him.
It Is believed that the whole senior
class of 162 members, plus 75 guests,
will attend the traditional banquet,
which will be held at the Mansion
House, Poland Spring, on Thursday, May 21. This will be followed by
a dance at the Poland Spring House.
The charge. $3.50 each, will cover the
banquet and the dance, as well as the
games to be held ln the afternoon.
Part of the money will be used to
hire the Poland Spring House, and
the rest will pay for the band. All
committees concerned with the outing
are working out the details now.
The last chapel, it is believed, will
cost from twelve to_ fifteen dollars,
and the Class Day exercises approximately $35. A leather-bound souvenir program will be offered to seniors for seventy-five cents: this will
contain the programs of the last
chapel, the Poland Spring outing, and
the Commencement exercises.
James stated that April 25 will be
the last day on which seniors may order invitations and programs from the
Invitation Committee. Each senior
is entitled to four invitations and as

for

the

Summer

Session and for next fall will commence this Friday, April 24, and
the cards are due not later than
Monday, May 4, the Regisrtar's office announced yesterday.
The
catalogs for the 1942-43 year are
expected

on

campus

tomorrow

and may be secured at that office.
Those who expect to attend the
summer session will make out
cards

signifying

this;

those

who do not intend to come are
asked to fill out cards for courses
next fall.
Another registration
for the fall term will be arranged
for those who are in attendance
at the end of the summer session.

Noyes Lecture Closes
Annual Chase Series
On Monday evening. May 4, Mr. Alfred Noyes, distinguished English
poet, will lecture in the chapel as the
fourth speaker on the George Colby
Chase Lecture Series. Mr. Noyes will
have as his topic, "Poetry and Reality" and in addition will read several
of his poems.

Present Sherwood's
'Illinois'Production
Hale, Momna Lend
Support To Marsh
In Leading Role
A portion of Abraham Lincoln's life
will experience a renascence on the
stage of the Little Theatre tomorrow
and Friday nights when the Robinson
Players present Robert Sherwood's
"Abe Lincoln in Illinois", under the
direction of Miss Lavinia Schaeffer
and her student assistants, Barbara
Stanhope '42 and Anne Bruemmer '42.
The play covers a period of approximately twenty-six years (18351861) in the life of the Civil War
president, played by John Alarsh '43.
It will portray the conflicts in Lincoln's pre-presidential life; his relations with Ann Rutledge (Edith
Hale '44); the grasping politicians
who urged him into the American political scene and the constant goading
ical scene; and the ambitious Mary
Todd (Annie Momna '42). Despite
Lincoln's reticence, and has hesitancy
ic plunge into the tumultuous life of
the politician, he later becomes a
shrewu but honest governmental figure.

Miss Schaeffer states that scenery,
as such, is practically non-existent
The emotional power and absorbing
magnificence of the play renders
properties of secondary importance to
the audience. Emphasis has therefore
been placed upon intensity of mood
rather than upon scenic effects, although not to such an extent as in
vVilder's "Our Town", successfully
portrayed at Bates a short time ago.
However, the observation platform of
a train has been accurately constructman air attacks, he came to Canada ed and an indoor scene carefully arln the latter part of the summer of ranged, both in correct periodic style.
1940. He toured the Dominion and
•"Abe Lincoln in Illinois* is the
then came to the United States for a most ambitious and difficult of all the
series of lectures here. His tour has plays the Kobinson Players have
taken him over a major portion of the presented to date under her direction.
country, and he has been received Miss Schaeffer believes. Seemingly
with great enthusiasm by all of his trivial details assume gigantic imaudiences.
portance. The production must retain
In 1913, Mr. Noyes lectured on the historical fidelity; it must realisticampus and impressed the student- cally depict the aging of characters
body with his ability both as a lectur- over the span of approximately twenTy
er and a poet. After completing his six years; and perhaps of greatest
lecture ou "The Future of Poetry", importance is the accurate interpretaNoyes read two of his "newer" works, tion of the characters themselves by
"The Highwayman" and the "Barrel- the members of the cast.
There are aboHt fifteen seats reOrgan". A STUDENT reporter wrote
of the poet's reading: "Mr..Noyes is a maining for sale at the book store,
very sympathetic "reader and drew according to last reports.

Mr. Noyes was born in England and
educated in Its public schools. Soon
after his graduation from Oxford University he began his literary career
with the publication of poems in various leading journals. His fame grew
with each passing year until today b»
is among the most popular and bestmany announcements <ta ho doalroa, loved poets in the English-speaking
the cost of both announcements and» countries of the woild.
programs will he thirteen coats
Forced to leave his home on the
apiece.
Isle of Wight due to incessant Ger-

Juniors Secure Wallace
Music For Hop, May 11
Webster Jackson '43. chairman of
the Ivy Hop Committee, announced
yesterday that the services of Rudy
Wallace and his orchestra have been
secured for the Ivy Hop on May 11.
Wallace, who appeared on the campus
last fall at the Soph" Hop, will play
for dancing from 8:30 p. m. to
1 a. m., at Chase Hall
The following committee head's were
appointed by Jackson to serve with
him: Advertising, Celghton Watts;
chaperones, Nancy Terry; decorations, Virginia Gentner, Doris Lyman;
music, William Walters; refreshments, Margaret Soper; tickets, Harold Walker.
Tickets will go on sale on Monday,
May 4. Attendance is limited to ninety
couples.

Lewiston Garners First
In Maine Debate League
Lewiston High School won the
Maine tourney of the Bates Interscholastic Debating League championship
in which thirteen high schools participated, held here last Friday and
Saturday. Paced by Joelle Hiebert,
who was awarded a two hundred dollar scholarship and a gold medal, as
outstanding speaker, Lewiston, seccnd-place winner in the tourney last
year, defeated last year's victoi, Portland High School, and Leavitt Institute of Turner, the other finalists
chosen from the preliminaries held on
Friday Afternoon and evening.
President Clifton D. Gray announced the awards in the L".i)e
Theatre on Saturday morning and
in c -•en ted fir it red second place trophies to Lewis.on and Portland. Ray
dirnipson of Portland, the ruuner-up
f
or the individual speaking award,
was presented with a silver medal,
and Herbert Knight of Leavitt Institute, a bronze medal for individual
excellence. Members of the Lewiston
teams were given gold medals, while
the Portland and Leavitt Institute
teams were given silver and bronze
medals respectively.

his word pictures with a sharpness
which left his listeners breathless".
Today, Noyes ranks high among
those who are defending aesthetic
and religious values against the competing doctrines of materialistic philosophies. "In writings and lectures, he
repeatedly lays bare the mocking
emptiness of superficial present-day
creeds and emphasizes the enduring
qualities of those values so often expressed in the classics of the various arts." Some of his newest works,
such as "Hitler at Judgment" and his
first novel, "No Other Man", reveal
his most recent formulations of this
credo for modern man.

Jordan Scientific Initiates
Receive Acid Test Monday
At last evening's meeting of the
Jordan Scientific Society, new members were elected, and plans were
drawn up for an all-campus initiation
of the "fortunate" ones. The Initiation
Committee of Frank Dfelz '42, Charles
Howarth '43, and Norman Tufts '43,
has set Monday, Aprir 29, as the date
for the embryonic scientists' induction.
At the same meeting. President
Thomas Doe '43 announced that the
committee for the club's forthcoming
banquet will consist of True Crosby
'43, Norman Marshall '43. and Norman
Tufts '4J.

New CA Cabinet Outlines
Plans For Coming Tear
The Christian Association held its
first all-campus meeting under the
auspices of the new Cabinet on Sunday night around the fireplace in
Chase Hall. The purpose of the meeting was to give every student a
chance to learn the results of the
work done at the Cabinet Retreat and
to acquaint them with the plans of the
committee heads for next year. It was
hoped that by this means everyone interested in CA. activities could sign
Up for the committee in which he
would like to work.
Applications for membership on
Christian Association Committees
must be in by Friday of this week.
President Valerie Saiving announced.
At the same time she explained in
detail a new policy whereby every
applicant will be placed on some committee, although it will be impossible
In some cases to guarantee first
choice. Attendance at committee
meetings will be required, two consecutive monthly absences automatically resulting in a loss of membership. All the CA. committees will
meet on a single specified evening
next year, so that members can plan
to be present each month.
Application cards and interest finders are now in the hand's of dormitory
representatives. It is fioped that, by
(Continued on page four
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Scene Around

BATES STUDENT

by Lea

I Campus Camera

By Rita Silvia '44

By Dorothy P. Mauleby '43

U. S. BOMBS
The curtain rises on Back-to-Bates
ON JAPAN
(FOUNDED IN '.C/3)
Week End Number Two and Back-toThe news last week of a sudden
Debating Week End Number Nineand dramatic attack on the major
(THE AUBURN NEWS — TELEPHONE 8010)
thousand nine hundred and ninetycities of Nippon came irom tne
nine; houses getting slicked up and
lTokyo radio, and brought evl.
Editor
(Tel. 8-4121) ... Norman J. Boyan '43 Jack Frost trundling extra beds
dence of a new phase in the far
on his le£t hefty shoulder and
Managing Editor (Tel. 794W-3) George S. Hammond '43 around
Eastern conflict as the armed
housemothers tearing their executive
forces of the United States carAssistants: Larry Bram '44, Evelyn Marsden '44, Priscllla Crane '45,
heads of hair and Mr. Marr (D) polried the war to Japan's mainland.
Maijorie Gregoire '45.
ishing up his Boost Bates Oration tor
The four great centers said to
visiting innocents he showed
News Editor
(Tel. 8-3398)
Donald Roberts '44 the
have
been hit are Tokyo, Yokoabout the campus ("Now this is Uahama, Ko»e and Nagoya, vital
thorn
Hall
—
I
love
Bates
—
and
over
News Editor
(Tel. 8-3393)
William Crean '4*
points in tne Nipponese archipelhere on our right is the compulsory
Stall: Robert Archibald '43, Robert McNeil '43, Larry Bram '44, Michael
ago.
Public alarm appeared to
chapel — I love Bates — and here is
Toulouinuis '44, John Ackerman '4vi, Vaughaa Hathaway '45, Wendell
have been widespread, confirming
where we eat and here we sleep and
ARTHUR KAHLER
James '45, Maurice Benewitz '45, Elisha Richards '45.
a long-held belief that the Japaover there behind the Ionic columns
COACHES FOOTBALL AT WCKForeusics: David Nichols '42.
nese dread the visitation of high
is where some of our more illustrious
1WSOM COLLEGE AMD BASKETexplosive and Incendiary bombers
BALL AT BRCWN UNIVERSITY/
members thumb a book or two — 1
Sports Editor
(Tel. 16S8-R)
Carl Monk '43 love Bates); Coeds falling all over
over their "matchbox" ciUes,
where row on row of residences
Stall: Jack Stahlberger '43, John Kobrock '44, Tod Gibson '44, Vaino
each other in their cordial attempts
Saari '44, Phil Goodrich '44, Michael Tuuiouintzis '44, James Scharlenare of inflammable, flimsy, woodto be receptive to prospective stuand-paper construction.
berg '42.
dents; result, one battered door at
Although the effect of the damChase House where three members of
J
age
sown on Japan's armament
the
class
of
'46
passed
through,
aided
Women's Editor .... (TeL 3736-M) .... Elia Santilli 4d
and
population
centers is unestiby
a
Reception
Committee
of
TwentyReporters: Gladys Bickmore '42, Dorothy Foster '42, Dorothy Frost '42,
two Brawny Brazen Barn-inmates;
mated.
there
was
little doubt that
Helen Martin '42, Barbara Moore '42, Irene Fatten '42, Harriett Gray
Rachel Folsom (ex-'43) breezes In
the aerial blows had stimulated
'43, Fhyllis Hicks '43, Madeline BuUer '44, Eleanor Darling '44, Bradley
with boxes of brownies and newAllied morale. The American peoDearborn '44, Virginia Hunt '44, Mna Leonard '44, Evelyn Marsden '44,
bridge
technique
and
a
bit
of
automoTHE
INFIRMARY
AT
REED
ple had impatiently awaited such
Marie Radclih'e '44, Rita Silvia '44, Virginia Simmons '44, Ruth Synan
C0UE6E, PORTLAND. ORE,
bubble to whip us around the corner
a counter-drive. New" confidence
'44, Frances Walker '44, Friscilla Crane '45, Nancy Lord '46, Jean
IS NAMED
in; Margie Burt (ex-'the same year)
was aroused in Allied striking
MacKinnon '45, Marjorie Gregoire '46.
IOWA STATE COLLEGE AT AMcf,
QUIFJT INFIRIAARY
brings us news of the Boston belles
power in a region where Japan
IOWA, IS THE GEOGRAPHICAL
INMfMORyOFAStUDEMT
News Commentary: Dorothy Foster '42, Gladys Bickmore '42, Harriett
and cutups (Parkie's fine and blackhad thus far monopolized the ini• » CENTER OFTHE .STATS • ■
Gray '43.
outs are Just dandy) Dickie Davis,
tiatlve. This was new proof tbat
Fran Longfellow, Paul Wright, Dee
the products of America's accelerBusiness Manager .... (Tel. 8-3398) .. Arnold Leavitt '4<i Hunt, Helene Woodward, Red (Edating war assembly lines — now
J-) Rattery, Artie Belliveau faturning out some 3,000 planes a
Advertising Manager . (Tel. 8-3363) ... David Kellsey '44 ward
vor us with nostalgic memories of the
month — were at last making
Circulation Manager (Tel. 8-3364) Robert Goodspeed '44 immediate past; Pius plain ordinary
their weight felt on the battleguests and boys from back home and
front New hope of the developStaff: Howard Baker *43, Richard Becker '43, Daniel Boothby '44, Albert
unexpected visitors (Emmie's_ Bunle,
This week end brought new faces, Fran Harlow entertained her friend
ment of a strategy of seeking to
Geller '45, Betty Haslam '4C, Bonnie Laird '44, Barbara Littlefield '45,
pronounced not as in Bunny, Amy's old faces of yesteryear, and many de- Madeline McCauley. Margie Burt n'43
defeat Japan on her very doorAnne Locke '44, Harold Sparks "44, Jerome White '46, E. D. Bullock '42.
handsome soldier. Jay Graham's
step is held. The news of the raid
baters to the campus. This certainly now at Katherine Glbbs business
charming sister); Another week like
held first place from Chunking to
school, visited campus. Jean Lombard
this and Bates will be right up there adds to the campus to see new faces
London.
REPRESENTED FOR N»TOIJAL JUmBETIMM41 •*
with the Big League Hostels. Is there especially when so many coeds for- '43 was kept busy entertaining her
Preceding this attack on the
Published weekly during the college National Advertising Service, Inc. a knapsack in the house?
sake the campus for the home town. parents.
Nipponese Archipelago, American
College
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Representative
year by the Student* of Bates College
Hacker House also willingly enterbombers staged a spectacular
420 MADISON AVI.
New YORK. N. Y.
Life's exciting moments: flirting
At Chase House Rachel Folsom n'43
CRICAOO • BoEtoa • Loi AMILU • !•■ FEAECIKO
tained
debaters,
and
its
juniors
surraid on enemy-held bases in the
daily with Win Durgln's miniature visited Vonnie Chase '43, Irene Patten
Philippines. These raiders flew
prised June Atkins with a dinner
Romeo-on-a-Tricycle at Prye Street
•42 and Muriel Swicker '42 left Rand
over 2000 miles of hostile waters,
party at the Union on Friday night
corner; going to Essie's Super Birthrefueling at secret fighter-guardEntered as second-class matter at day Party Deluxe in our p. j.'s and Kail and journeyed homeward, from
Membrr
From Milliken House Anne Parsons
ed airdromes near their goals,
the Pott Office, Lewiston, Maine
Frye
Street
House
we
saw
"Pussy"
pincurls-not-so-deluxe;
imagining
we
Plssocided Cblle&iate Press
'43 went home to St Johnsbury, Vt,
blasted Davao, an important Japalook
like
Helen
O'Connell
or
sing
like
Kendrick
'43
going
homeward
and
Distributor of
while
the
rest
of
the
house
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busy
nese sea base since last DecemRay Eberly, or dreaming that our "Ginnie" Parsons unavoidably detainSubscription
entertaining a sub-freshman and many
ber; Nichols Field, near Manilla,
Cblle&iate Di6est
Fleet will come in that way; wonder$2.50 per year In advance
ed in the infirmary because she was
once headquarters of the Ameriing between chapel chuckles what Mr.
debaters.
can Air Force in the Philippines;
Klrwin would do about the static on visited by the measles.
Annabel Cofran '43, from Whittier
Cebu, capital of Cebu Island; and
the microphone; trumping your partHouse,
went
home
to
a
wedding,
and
There was much excitement at
Advantages Of Summer School
Batangos, a port in Southern
ner's only ace 'cause you're so fascl
Barbara Wood of Wilson entertained
Cheney House this week end. Friday
Luzon.
natcd
by
Mrs.
Witty's
wedding-ringed
her parents.
Rpcjistration time this year is accompanied by the
hand across the table; wrapping night found debaters scattered over
Both these events took place
Many attended the next to the last
novel situation of signing up for the undergraduate ses- strands of spaghetti about borrowed the entire house. Jean Graham '45 Chase Hall dance with plans not to Just four months and ten days
forks between hilarities and jitterafter "the date that will live in
sions of the Bates Summer School. Even at what some will buggings at Thorncrag cabin party; was visited by her sister, Janet miss the last one for the year.
infamy".
wondering who's going to do what
consider a late date and even after there has been much in the Ivy Day ceremonies; juggling committee is progressing with Its
umpteen courses that come tne same gargantuan, thankless task, how one
VICHY
discussion about the matter, a few words are in order.
hour and getting the approval of your budgets two bits for the rest of the
FRANCE
*
Up to now, the majority of talk about the summer advisor; soaring to the seraphic month, if you're coming to see the au- Lt John Morris '41 of the U. S. MaPierre Laval, swarthy 60-year
rine
Corps
was
married
to
Helen
G.
rtratospheres while listening to the
old politician known for his wi'.lsession has been concerned with the disadvantages that it organ recital Sunday A. M.'s; sitting thentic Massey costumes and the au- Jones of Lewlston on April 9.
ness, walked out of the Hotel du
the telephone or standing by the thentic Lincoln layout tomorrow or the
Park last week, apparently litUe
may bring, such as inability to secure funds for next year, on
William
R.
Johnson
'39
resigned
as
next
morrow
(out
and
out
adv.).
If
sand bucket in Total Blackness whHe
bothered by the fact that the maprincipal
of
Sabattus
High
School
last
you
knew
there
was
only
one
Chase
dismemberment of classes as units, and others that exist air-raid signal jangles every nerve to Hall shindig left in the offing, whe- March to accept the sub-mastership jority of the Frenchmen who
attention; wondering who that Ilopi
in varied individual cases. However, the advantages of at- Indian is rushing through the hallow- ther you'll buy defense stamps or cor- of the New Hampshire Fay High
ed halls of Rand one evening ('twas sages for your Ivy HoD *al ^brand School, Dexter.
tending summer school have been overlooked or not even wee-est coed who just did a shampoo new lmPorted patriotic idea), how
Pvt. Eric Llndell '40 Is now in the
job); feeling butterflies of panic soar-' times have changed at Milliken
considered by many.
Hq.
Co., RRC, Fort Devens, Mass.
House
whicn
ince
dormed
only
ing around your digestive region
Morons
(they
won
first
place
with
when
someone
suddenly
reminds
you
A review of the outstanding of these advantages
Barbara M. Rowell '40 was married
that there are but three teeny weeks their collective q.p.r.'s this semester).
to
Carl Kirkpatrick who is employed
If
we
better
not
all
hie
ourselves
to
seems appropriate.
'■) go. Is there an unused eon we
the Empire's "Ball of Fire" this week by the Atlantic Commission Co., a nacould borrow temporarily?
and see if we can catch a bit of the tion-wide wholesaler, In Its Presque
One . . .
Your stage manager wonders how incendiary Btuff for almost Immediate Isle branch, on Nov. 2. Their address
ever had the gall to suggest that use in the Hall of Knowledge-or-what- Is now 8 Turner Btreet
First, there are many who face a call to service in the she
spring was here. If the Mexican steer we-thought-we-knew. Exams are upon
near future and many, as yet unregistered in the Selective returned to its homeland (we had us, yes? Curtains while your stage Donald T. Wark "40, who is in the
roast beef this week), how the rooms manager burns a pint of midflite erl. army air corps at the Rhode Island
Service, who are wondering if they will be able to secure
Airport, Hills Grove, R. I., married
Elizabeth IngersoU of Portland on
their degrees by the time their call comes. Since the Unit- portunities to get into these critical fields months earlier April 4.

Social Symphonies
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FROM THE NEWS
stood by, greeted aha ,
**.
looks.
After his departure a
man announced n,v .."
Chief of State Henri P^'
tain and Vice-Premie/^
Jean Darlan had "decided
a government upon aew
tions".
Pierre Laval's elevate
sition of power by Adoi,
was undoubtedly a blow
the AnU-Axis cause, x
quences of the new
Vichy France may be fj.
ing. Although the Vlt^J
has been weakened by
lt still holds resources t
for the Axis military
namely, ships, bases, y,
trial power.
It has been estimated *
Laval government could
to the Axis a formidable
five battleships, a dozen*
perhaps fifty destroyerj, J
like number of submarine
Vfchy's warships in Aifc
the Germans might turn u
of sea power in the Mi
■MB.
With the Vichy-held
North and West Atria
Axis hegemony, these u
could be used as aveuin
inforce a drive to the J
against Egypt the SUB
and the Near East The j
Madagascar is also an a
holding of Vichy France
vital points might also ,
boards to attack Soutb
Vichy has not yet sadi
Nazi military machiu
though it has geared iu
to this end. Adolph dj
for 500,000 more trench
ics for service in Germa
dus tries.

ALUMNI NEWS

ed States needs men, and needs them quickly, for armed
service, the draft boards have of late not been deferring
college men in non-critical fields. Consequently men in this
category feel that it would be unwise for them to attempt
to secure their degrees before the call to service comes. To
juniors in this position, the summer school offers about a
four to five month short cut to graduation, to sophomores,
almost a whole year. That after the war there will be a
demand for college-trained leaders seems certain and
these men will be able to serve where needed.
Two. . .
Secondly, a recently released Bulletin of the American
Gouncil on Education points out that today a great need
exists "for technical and scientific personnel in industry,
as civilian employees in the armed forces, and in other
government capacities". Students who have been training
in these fields will not only benefit themselves but will also
aid the nation's war effort if they take advantage of op-

than otherwise possible. The summer school extends such
an opportunity and also offers a chance to A.B. students
to change over with less difficulty to the scientific departments where their services will be more in demand in the
immediate future.
Three . . .
Thirdly, there exist now, and probably there will increase in number, openings in important defense positions
and in vital points of the war economy which need immediate filling. Summer school offers a chance for women
and for men, who have been deferred from combat service,* to get into these openings much sooner than would
be possible otherwise. Not only will it be economically profitable for them to get through college faster so they can
enter these positions, but it is also essential to the American war effort that they do so. Certainly such remunerative opportunities weaken the opposition to attending the
summer session because of financial reasons.

Lidora P. Davis '40, director of religious education at the Middle Street
Baptist Church, Portsmouth, N. H_,
has announced her engagement to Arthur S. Blowen '41, who is now associate pastor of the Congregational
Church at Burlington, Conn. Blowen
has accepted a call to the Union Congregational Church in Tale Au Haut

U. S. POSITION
ON VICHY

Last week there weni
tions that a new phase uil
American relations
|
forced by the Laval eras
this time, Washington
sued a course of limited
ment" toward the gov&J
Marshal Petain.
With Hitler's setting i|
val in Vichy France,
William D. Leahy was IN
Washington for "consuls
a step that may precede i|
In relaUona.
It is uncertain as to'
outcome of the situation*
It is believed that no i
policy Laval will instigate.^
have to contend with I
Darlan, "Successor
Marshal Petain, and C2^
of all the Armed '3B eff
France. Darlan is kw.i
>o
Hitler.
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Pvt Basil C. Hanscom -40 la stationed at the Hq. Co, 4th Armored
Maintenance Bn., Pine Camp, N. Y.
Harry B. Shepherd '40, who la with
the Liberty Mutual Insurance Co., is
engaged to Beatrice Wilson, Radcliffe
M2.
Dorothy Harms "39, daughter of
Prof, and Mrs. Samuel Harms, has
announced her engagement to Charles
R. Alexander '38. They are planning
their -wedding for early aummer.
Carol Storm '41, Instructor at Eaatr
era Maine Institution. Springfield, is
engaged to Norman Stewart '39. who
" employed by E. R. Squibb and Co..
New Brunswick, N. J. Stewart 1. a
graduate of New York University la

WAR NEEDS MONEY I
It wW cost money to defeat our enemy *l*
Your government calls on you to help now.
Buy De/enae Bonds or Stamps today. M**'
P*V day Bond Day by participating in the ?&*>
trigs Plan.
Bonds co.r $18.75 and up.

Stamps are 10*> &'

1*41.

Thm help of every individual is needed.
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obcatsHope ToBreaklnto Win Column Saturday
r

illiams Lets Garnet
town With Five Hits
Bears [Pound
,t 5-1 Decision
Initial Tilt

Polal

SPORT

SHOTS

By Carl Monk '43

Frosh Lack Outdoor Hill, Blanchard Give Clash With Veteran
Practice For Opener Tennis Exhibition Today Black Bear Outfit
Outfield Still
Looms As Biggest
Question Mark

'44 Cindermen Rate As
Favorites In Glass Meet

The most noticeable thing at last tinct possibility that one of them may
Monday's debacle at Bowdoin was the run off with the state championship,
weather. Hoy anyone could throw come May 10 . . . One of the high
that fast ball as Williams did for nine marks of trie abbreviated tennis seaThe current track season will open
„arm hurler, named Jimmy
innings is beyond our ken. Ye sports son occurs this afternoon, when Mai
Due to the fact that the weather
on Saturday, the 26th, with the an' With a corkscrew curve ball
shortist actually had to use both Hill and Mike Blanchard, touring ten- hasn't as yet been any too favorable
nual class meet. If the weather per- hands pushing his pencil in order to
""Ison number one that the
nis experts, show how to put the little for the baseball season, it has been
mits continual outdoor workouts, the make any notes that could be the
Bobcat failed to continue its
white ball in the right place at the
extremely difficulffor Coach DeAngemen will be in decent condition, since least bit legible. Taking a hasty look
T- mastery over Bowdoin'B Polar
right time . . . Scanning the track
they have been training outdoors for at our running account of the first horizon, we find Coach Thompson lis to get a line on his frosh baseball
Wt Monday. With William* althe past week.
game of the spring season, we find working hard with a depleted squad, club. The team has been working out
nlv five scattered hits and one
Both the varsity and freshman that Mickey Walker was not only the| trying to mould a unit that will de- faithfully in the cage, but outdoor
Bowdoin had little difflLiy "»»•
squads have hit a low peak in ability first batter, but he also made the! rcav' respect in this spring's meets practice has been sadly lacking. With
fl chalking up a 5-1 opening
and number. The Service has taken first hit. Al Wight had the question-1 . . . You can't mention the track team
the raining-out of the varsity-frosh
I victory.
several good men, while the spring able privilege of making the first; without speaking of Dave Nickerson.
game on Saturday went the hopes of
sole Hates run came in the sev- Sports have drafted others, with basestrike-out, but redeemed himself by Nick, long striding senior, is one of DeAngelis to give his team some valinning «ith the scofe already ball the major event.
knocking in the first run. Joe LaRo- the hardest working athletes in tha uable competition before the opening
ktering !-° a&ainst them- UP t0
However, the squads will be out chelle made the first assist and also school. Hardly a day goes by but what game with Edward Little High.
Williams had held the
Inning
there fighting. Following is the list the first error. Gubby Genetti handled he is out there running the rest of
nine to two hits, a single by
With the lack of such scrimmage.
of events with the entries. The favor- the first put-out and Arnie Card broke the tracksters into the ground and
iTi' Walker in the first and anothe first bat (also the -second). Del judging from his performance during Coach DeAngelis will undoubtedly use
ite to win is placed first;
L single by Gubby Genetti in tne
J'OO—Sigsbee.
Thompson,
Lloyd, Johnson collected the first extra-base this year's winter track season, it his first couple of games as a basis of
t pel Johnson opened the inning
wallop and scored the first run. Kyper would seem that Nick's final outdoor judgment in weeding out a smoothly
Spence
or
Davis.
lusty double to left and counfunctioning team. There is no doubt
Josselyn
made the first spectacular season should be his best ever .
220 — Thompson, Lloyd, Davis,
, ggtes' first and last run a mothat the team will be definitely handiOn
the
intramural
front,
nothing
has
catch,
and
so
on
.
.
.
Further
evidence
C later on Al Wight's belt into Drago.
capped at first by this lack oi hand440—Nickerson, J. Dyer, Jonucz, Ko- of the impression the colorful Mr. started as yet, but the soft ball season
El Any hope of a rally at this time
ling the horsehide on the outdoor diawill
soon
get
under
way.
West
Parksr
Card
made
on
the
younger
generation
brock.
L dashed when Arnie Card rolled
mond. It is expe;ience which develops
is
the
defending
champion,
but
with
with
his
football
prowess
last
fall
was
880—Nickerson, Smith, Spence, J.
[short, Babe Keller fanned, and Al
most of their last year's team now in the ability to play well together that
the
fact
that
your
reporter
was
nearly
Dyer.
Lttl Hied to left.
iiie New Dorm, ri>.- -ipperclasamen makes good ball clubs, and with the
Mile — Vernon, Vachon, Beutley, mobbed by youthful Brunswickians
Horn Bard well street rate as pre-sea- progression of the season just such a
who
wanted
him
to
point
out
Aularnet Makes
Thomas.
frosh nine may be moulded into
burn's famous son. They claimed that son favorites.
2 mile—Grimes, Corbett, Roberts.
wo Threats
shape.
they had never heard of Del Johnson,
220 low hurdles—Winner ? ? ?
ionly two other innings did Bates
Mickey
Walker,
and
company
.
.
.
The
High jump—Park, Deering.
Just who will bear most of |the
uke any serious bid to dent the platpitching burden is yet unknown. Four
Broad jump—Deering, Crean, Scol- field at Bowdoin, Monday, was in comLr. In the sixth Genetti led off with
Weekly debate — Bowdoin has deparatively good shape, in spite of the
hurlers of apparently equal ability are
I single and moved to second as Da>.. nik.
week end rains. Speaking of fields, if cided to keep the ban on freshman all waiting for the starting call. John
Pole vault—Crean, Finch, Scolnlk.
Iff walked. Walker sacrificed the
Tom Barnes and his crew can find athletes and apparently feels that Thomas and Len Hawkins have' had
Shot put—Sigsbee, Shea, Baker.
nera along, but the rally was
some way of drying out that Garcelon Bates and Colby are making a mis- the most experience, but southpaw
Lickly muffed out as Joe LaRochelle Larrabee.
Field quagmire, Bates will entertain take in letting first year men engage Chandler Lord and Bill Needham are
Discus — Sigsbee, Eastman, Shea,
opped Up and Josselyn's hard smash
Maine on Saturday, and from all re- 'n varsity competition. However they all anxious to take their turn on the
las gobbled up by Johnstone, Bow- Baker, McGlory.
ports the team will have a job in may feel, it is our humble opinion mound.
Hammer — Larrabee, Hemmenway,
Join second sicker. In the ninth
front of them if they are to annex that Bates arrived at the most rane the Bobcat made its dying bid. Eastman, McGlory.
Red Barry looks like the best bet
their first state series victory. The tional decision possible. Both BowJavelin—Hemmenway, Shea, Mathsselyn greeted Williams with a
nine from Orono is even more loaded doin and Maine have considerable to handle the pitchers' slants, and his
■tire over second base into center zelivich, Weiner.
with veterans than the Bowdoin club more men to choose from for their hitting ability will undoubtedly be an
Probably there will be no high hurpaid for a clean single. After poling
and the Polar Bear outfit is going to athletic teams than Bates and Colby important factor in the team's success.
i tremendous foul down the left field dles, since Tufts, the only varsity be a tough team for any of them to and can more easily withstand the Ken Browne, who may be shifted to
Johnson whiffed, and the fans hurdler, has given up spring track, beat.
pressure of present conditions.
If the outfield in order to make use of
legan to exit. A walk to Wight kept while there are no freshman prosBates and Colby aren't to sink into his power at the plate, is also availIthe spark alive, but the game ended pects.
the athletic doldrums in comparison able for receiving duty.
Since the first Tour men to finish
|*iui Card grounding out and Tommy
with Maine and Bowdoin, they must
At the initial sack a battle still
lanagan lifting a long fly to score points for their team, it looks
Around the horn — with the exo- take steps to provide a quantity of
fBrlggs in right. Another ten feet like the team with the most men will dus of the baseball squads from the material from which to draw. Their wages between Jack Whitney and Cal
would have seen this ball roll to the have a decided advantage. The scor- cage, the golf team has taken ovei only choice is to allow freshmen to Jordan to hold down this post. The
Ifence, but it didn't have the carry ing goes 5, 3, 2, 1 with almost every and the two bright lights here are compete in varsity sports and their keystone combination looks like a caland was consequently just another man adding to his team's total. Pre- John McDonald and Papker Perkins. only problem is not to abuse their pable one. for both Pete McGuiness
dictions are always hazardous ven- Both have had considerable experi- decision. There is every reason to be- and Jack Joyce field like veterans
I put-out.
tures, but the sophomore squad defi- ence en the links and there is a dis- lieve that the latter will not occur. and look powerful at the bat At the
[ Shiff Allows
hot-corner Bob Corish seems to have
nitely has been established as the
I Only Seven Blows
the nod because of his superior defavorite. A summary indicates that
fensive play although his bitting abilAlthough Dave Shiff allowed only the sophomores might very well score
ity is yet to be proved.
|«eren hits, Bowdoin used these, three 55-60 points, the seniors 25-30, fresh. . —. '__ errors, and a wild pitch to ad- men 20-25, and the juniors 18-20. From PhySlCdJ FltHeSS EXaitlS
The biggest question mark and the
ge la counting their five runs.
this it doesn't seem iikeiy that the prove Eds Above Average
Next year's WAA plans include the
balance
of power seems to rest on the
All In all. failure to solve the puz- sophomores can be dislodged from the
purchase of guide books of the va- shoulders of the outfielders. Jack
Ever
since
the
Men's
Physical
EdI «Ung slants of Williams led to the vantage point.
ucation Department conducted those rious 3ports for the coaches who will Cushlng. Dick O'Nell, Lou Scolnlk.
I Bobcat downfall. Some degree of his
Newt Toothaker, and Al Geller are
I effectiveness can be brought out by pellet and begin to find a few base physical fitness tests early in March stress the rules of each activity with
all vying for outfield positions. In orthere
has
been
much
speculation
as
possible
tests.
A
set
of
large
charts
I noting that fourteen Bates men went hits in their bats, there Is going to be
to their results. A complete tabulation showing the fundamentals will be der to strengthen these positions.
I out in order after Walker's single in a weighty burden resting on the
Hawkins and Needham may even be
o: all scores and their ratings with a
I le first. Johnson reached first in the shoulders of the Bates pitchers.
made available for each interested moved to the outfield while not seeing
comparison of what the rest of tha
ur
I
ui on Dolan's error, but was cut
The summary:
service on the mound, it a hard hitschool did and what the nation as a girl to examine.
down a moment later trying to steal
a
BATES
ab r
ting trio with an average fielding abll
whole did has been posted on the bulDue
to
the
shortened
season,
the
in■wond. In five of the nine innings, Walker* m
•0
3 0
letin board in the men's locker room. terclass tournament in baseball will ity can be found to patrol the outer
I ktes was retired one. two, three.
4
LaRochelle, ss
Complete calculations itiow that be eliminated. Although the competi- gardens, the team's wins should out**h lack of punch was not unex- Josselyn, lb —<—
number the set-backs.
the
Bates average was 295 and that tion will be omitted, there's still
0
| Wcted, however, as the batters have Johnson, If
of the nation 260. Therefore, with
0
plenty of fun and exercise to be had.
Pj little outdoor practice to date Wight, rf
only 13 men below the national aver0
Ud
they are consequently far behind Card, cf
age, 93% of Bates was better than the
A reminder to those girls playing
t
ta
Pitchers. Nevertheless, until the Keller, 2b
nation as a whole. Out of the numer- in the tennis tournament If during
0
Flanagan,
2b
stickers draw a bead on the
ous men that took these tests Jack any week the courts are not usable,
0
Genetti, c
Shea stands far ahead of them alL It one hour's practice indoors (Rand
0
Goldenberg, c -I—
is necessary to state though, that gym) may be substituted to receive
1
Shiff, p
probably he would have been hotly credit. Also, those defeated early In
9
Totals —
30
contested by such athletes as Norm the tournament will be expected to
a
THE BARBER
BOWDOIN
ab
Johnson, Johnny Sigsbee, George Par- make up their three hours for credit
0
Briggs, rf
3
tar
menter had they taken these tests.
4
1
Don't forget the new training rules.
IDS and COEDt
Dolar^ ss
As stated above. in individual rec
0
Dorm girls must have their training
Dyer, If
*
*■» H»N • Heurs: iVfJ-M
ords Jack Shea, with a total of 415
1
slips in to the Junior Board member
Coombs, c
points was the only man in the 400's.
6
in their house before the Wednesday
Williams, p
He gained his plurality with 60 push0
following the previous training Week
Small, lb
ups and putting the shot 61 feet
4
and town girls by at least the follow
R
Johnstone, 2b
Dante Posella and Roy Falrfield, each
0
ing Monday giving the latter a whole
BelL-cf
with 50 pushups were still ten or so
4
week. Remember to fill in the slips
Pierce, 3b
*
beyond the crowd with the average
27 16
Df
with the correct number of points
Totals
33
at around 35 pushups. Posella had a
Runs batted in, Coombs 2, Bell,
each day.
total score of 354 and Fairfield 348
Wight Two base bits. Coombs, JohnThe latter was tied with Johnny
son. Left on bases, Bates 6; Bowdoin
James. Mickey Walker and Harlan Chapman, Russ Hauser, and Pete
6. Base on balls, off Shiff 2, Williams
Sturgis were both tied at 87 yards for Grant at 345. Dave Whltmore with
2. Struck out, by SMff 6, Williams 4.
TEL. 129
the 10 second run and were the fast 341, and Bob Scott and Tilly Ton
I Umpires, Fortunato and Gibson. Time,
est In that field. Mickey didn't fiinlsh loumtzis tied up at 336 apiece. This
r
- Main & Bates Sts. 1 hr. 50 min.
his tests and "Sturge" came through about completes the picture of the
most physically fit eds at Bates. The
with a total of 367 points.
most interesting result of these tests,
For a few other individual total
it seems, is that a person doesn't
scores we find a freshman, Horst Hoi
have to be a Superman to place up
terbosch, in second slot behind Shea
among the winners, but needs only to
with 370 points. Besides the aforebe in good physical condition as rementioned high scorers come Ev
lated to his own body make-up. These
men are all very different heights,
weights and stature and It proves that
the main object in this fitness camNow Serve Your Fountain Order* paign for National Defense should
in a freeh, clean, Individual
deal mainly with what a person Is and
not what he should or would like to
Dixie Cap
be.
"No lips b«t your**

Making their 1942 appearance on
the Bates campus this afternoon will
be Malcolm Hill and Mike Blanchard.
two of New England's leading racquet wielders. Hill and Blanchard,
who made a lasting impression on
Bates tennis enthusiasts with their
program last year, will put-on an exhibition match, play with members of
the Bates team, and talk to groups on
the finer points of the game. Concluding their demonstration, they will
show movies of Don Budge the leading tennis player in the United States
today.

Besides playing an outstanding game
of tennis, Banchard is recognized as
one of the foremost umpires in New
England. He has been an official at
nearly all the matches at Longwood
Country Club. Hill is considered New
England's leading player and teacher
and numbers among his titles, U. S.
Boys', Junior, and Father and Son
championships, in addition to the
Massachusetts singles and doubles
crowns. He has also been ranked sev
eral times in the first ten of the United States doubles ratings. In 1931 he
was a member of the Harvard-Yale
international tennis team.
This will be the first opportunity
for the tennis team to engage in any
outside competition as practice has
been confined to inter-squad matches.
Right now all positions on the team
are open, although Paul Quimby
seems to have the inside track to the
number one slot. Junie Watts and Bill
Baker, the only other lettermen on
the squad, are sure to rate high posts,
with Tod Gibson, Dick Keach, Horace
Wood, Arnold Leavitt Deane Hoyt
and Mo Alembik battling for the remaining spots.
Besides displaying their repertoire
of tennis knowledge. Hill and Blanchard will have a supply of racquets
on sale and will offer Eates studerts
an opportunity for a first rate restringing job. It might be pertinent
to point out that at the present time
there isn't a restringing establishment in the two cities.
Coach Buschmann of the varsitv
tennis team has announced that the
doubles matches wilt begin at two
o'clock and competition will continue
until about four o'clock, at which time
the movies on Don Budge will be
shown.

W. A. A. NEWS

t

Coach Jimmy DeAngelis saw
his first opportunity of the season
to look over His freshman charges
under fire spoiled by inclement
weather yesterday afternoon. The
Bobkittens

had

been

slated to

open their schedule against Edward tittle High School of Auburn but the game was called off
when the four-day drizzle finally
made Garcelon field too aoft.

Need Scalp To
Stay In State|
Series Scramble
Opening its short at-home baseball
schedule against the Univ. of Maine
next Saturday afternoon at Garcelon
Field, the 1942 edition of «.he Bates
Bobcats will seek to make it a pleasing debut for themselves as well as
for their good-natured coach, ltayiiioud "Ducky" Pond.
Saturday's tilt should be a wbale of
a battle from start to finish, for both
outfits are boasting powerful line-ups,
Maine using eight of last year's starting nine and Bates opening up with
four 1941 varsity men and a like number from last spring's potent freshman team.
Probably starting for the Bobcats
will be Kypper Josselyn at first base.
Babe Keller and Joe LaRochelle at
second and short and Mickey WrOker
at third. Josselyn is the only letterman of the quartet but LaRochelle
and Keller formed the keystone combination under Harry Newell last
year as freshmen. Walker has had little experience in college but his fielding has caught the eye of Coach
Pond.
Keller, Josselyn and LaRochelle are proven hitters and fielders
The question as to whether or not
Walker will hit will soon be solved.
Del Johnson, upon whom Bates
fans will rely for the brunt of the offense this season, will patrol right
field for the Bobcats. Del led the
championship team in hitting last
year, whaling the ball tor a cool .426
average. Arnold Card and either Al
Wight or Dave Shiff, according to
Pond's hurling selection, fill out the
remaining two outfield berths.
Gubby Genetti, last year's frosh
backstop, will handle the catching assignment, Saturday. Genetti, a powerful right-handed hitter, appears to be
a more polished receiver this season
and should be in for one of his best
years.
One cannot say who the pitcher will
be for the all-important Maine tussle,
for Coach Pond could use any of his
three leading right handers, Dave
Shiff, Mike Matragrano or Al Wight
All three have shown a world of stuff
this season and, from this corner, it
is considered a three-cornered toss-up
as to who will be Pond's choice.
Bill Kenyon, Maine coach, brings a
team to Lewiston which has eight veterans, only one regular leaving last
June via the graduation route. Veterans Gordon Tooley of Greenwich,
Conn, and Ed Dangler of Brooklyn
are the best hurlers on the squad.
Tooley, a junior, will probably get the
nod for the Bates tilt. Al McN'eilly of
Brookline., Mass., Is the third ranking
Black Bear hurler and he may get the
assignment. Maine pitchers will be
busy athletes from now on, since the
Orono nine has thirteen games in the
next twenty days, a pretty busy slate
for a college nine.
(Continued on page four)
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Mention That You Saw

« W. CLARK
ugs, Chemicals,

Their Ad In The

Biologicals

Co

The

STUDENT

Protect Your Eyes
Optical Co.

Auburn
News

THE QUALITY SHOP

Buy In Advertised Stores
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THE BAY« STUDENT, WEDNESDAY, APRIL & 1«^

rooR

AT THE THEATRES

DO YOU DIG IT?

EMPIRE
Wed - Thurs - Frl - Sat
April 22, 23, 24, 26
Gary Cooper and Barbara Stan
wyck in "Ball of Fire".
Entire Week of April 26
Abbott and Costello in "Rio Rita'
with John Carroll and Kathryn
Grayson.

t*esE

WOLVES
CROW, AND

V

* '

ONE WITH A

C*^U^-COLASFLOWED."*

Women Debaters Argue
Governing Bodies Form Liberal Education Issue

joint Discussion Group

AUBURN
Thur. Frl. Sat. - April 23, 24, 25
"Mr. Bugs Goes to Town", Tech
nicolor Cartoon.
Sun - Mon - Tues - Wed

April 26-29
"The Lady Has Plans" with Ray
Milland and Paulette Goddard.
Pacific Blackout" with Rober
Preston and Martha O'DriscoU.

Moving to aecure closer relations
and^ttletheproble-o,-^
...
.hi.
gov<tion between
the two student governStu-C and
Uto committee composed of three offleers from each body.
The functions of this committee
will be to review and decide upon
such matters as freshman rules, assemblies, and other problems of com
mon interest. Centralization of these
duties in one committee will not only
relieve old tension caused by mutual
misunderstanding, but will result in a
much stronger, more comprehensive,
and more efficient group since both
organizations have delegated full legislative power to it I.
^
^
campus question*.

-Last Monday night at 8:00 in CUase

Hall Madeline Butler '44. Mildred
Cram '44, and "Despina Doukas" defended the affirmative In an OregoiW
style non-decision debate against
Josephine Kirk '45. Barbara Higham
•43. and Elizabeth Von Thurn 43 of
Middlebury College. The topic was
"Resolved, that the liberal arts education fails to meet the needs of modern life".
Jane Woodbury served as chairman,
Barbara Tabor '46, timer, and Honorine Hadley '42, manager.
The-STUDENT wlsEes to extend
its apologies to the visitors from Vermont for mistakenly billing the debate as Bates women versus Middlebury men in its April 15 Issue.

STU-G NEWS

♦ENGLISH

TRANSLATION

Our hero here is trying to get his gal to
give this stag lins the brush off and sit
one out with him, sipping a Pepsi-Cola
or two. Don't blame him, either . . .
Pepsi-Cola sure tastes nice.

WHAT DO YOU SAY?

•

Send us some of your hot
slang. If we use it you'll
be ten bucks richer. If we
don't, we'll shoot you a
rejection slip to add to
your collection. Mail your
slang to College Dept.,
Pepsi-Cola Company, Long
Island City, N. Y.
Pcosi-Cola is made onTy by Pepsi-Cola Co.. Long Island City. N. Y. Bottled locally by Authorized Bottlers.
;

'

cAPCsialndFHrEEL0s1,ege stn^ » Wdham University
WOMEN'S STEPS & HEELS —75c

Lewiston Shoe Hospital
Opp.

Buick Car Co. 7 Sabattus St.
Hospital Square - Lewiston

Victor &Bluebird
Popular Records
AT

Seavey 's
240 COURT 8T.

.

AUBURN

The College Store
is for
BATES

SCHOOL of LAW
NEW YORK

Registrar

Fordham

Law

In order to help clear up various details of and to present a

CASE SYSTEM
Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Coarse
CO-EDUCATIONAL
Member Ass'n American Law Schools
Completion of Two Years of College
Work with Good Grades Required for
Entrance
MORNING and EVENING CLASSES
First Year Classes Begin
On June 15th and Sei.t 28th. 1942,
and February lst.1943
With Summer work, 0-\y Course may
be comp.eted in 2 calendar jearo and
evening course in 2 years 8 months.
For further information address

STUDENTS

Harms, Students Aix
Summer School Points

School

233 Broadway, New York

more distinct picture of the summer school set-up and its advantages, the Bates on the Air program over WCOU tonight at 8:15
will feature interviews conducted
by Lester Smith '43 of Prof. Samuel F. Harms, member of the Summer School Committee, and interested students.
The hope is that comprehensive
examination of each question that
has come up about the summer
school

will

provide

individuals

with a better perspective of their
own particular problems."

DINE and DANCE
0* tbm

Plaza Grill
Home of Good Food

162 LISBON 31 v LEWISTON.HI.

YOUR JEWELER

Up-to-the-minute Soda
Fountain. Air-Conditioned
Modern Booths

HOOD'S
DELICIOUS

JOY INN
American-Chines* Restaurant
Special Dally Dinner • Wo
All kinds of Chop Buoy to tok* out
20 Lisbon St. - TeL -1843 - Lewiston

LEWISTON

TEL. 1363

New Being Sold M
YOOR BATES COLLEGE STORE

TUFTS
BROTHERS

DORA CLARK TASH
Official

Draper's Bakery
54 Ash Street"

Bates

See ROY

Photographer

FAIRCH '43 for

LEWI8T0H

GROUP PICTURES
Call Him at J. B.

-

Tel. 84122

White Coats $6.95 to $12.95
Tux Pants Rentals - $1.00
Maroon, Black Bow Ties 50c Stud Sets $1

By Towle, Gorham, Lunt, Wallace

TOANIL'S

Export Watch Repairing

t T • m c

re

Opp. Strand

B

M I M

Phone 1127 - Lewiston

Before leaping
Into "any old
job," consider
supplementing
college studies
with Olbbs secretarial train- «J*L
ing. Goal: one of the enviable positions
open to Gibbs-trained college women!
Ask for "Gnu Gnuj AT WOSJC." ^cn*
KATHARINE GIBBS SCHOOL
HO Pum ——
NnYan

9

Murphy s

Gorgeous Array of New Spring:

-

FOUNTAIN PENS •

CLOCKS
BILLFOLD!

Barnstone-Osgood
Jewelers
Lowlaton

This year you must make

j0feJ

lars go farther than even
In spite of priorities,
price rises. Peck's 62nd
ary Sale will offer thrlllln,
AS USUAL.

On May 1 campus and off-campus
coeds plan to venture up the slopes
of Mount David for the annual May
Day breakfast sponsored under the
joint action of tfieChristian Association and the WAA.
Nancy Terry '43 and Terry Foster
"44 are the two leaders representing
the Christian Association and the
WAA respectively. Under these two
committee heads are Ella Santilli '43.
Elizabeth Bamforth '44, and Anno
Locke '44 from WAA, and Elizabeth
Corsa '44, Helen Mansfield '43, and
Elizabeth Haslam "45 from the Christian Association.

Wool Pastel Plaid Skirt)
Regularly $5.00

—

gj

Pigskin Gloves in Sprinj c%

Regularly $2.59

— jj

Flexees Girdles and Combiq
Regularly $1.29

And

hundreds

_

^

of other

equally great. Buy Defense!
with the savings.

Fro - Job
ICE CREAM!

Maine Game
(Continued from page throe)

Milliken, Tomlinsotj
Wholesale Groca
I.G.A. Supply Dai
and
Supefba Food M
lt-15 Lincoln St. [M
A Bates Traditmj

GEO. A. ROSS
•AY IT WITH ICE CRW|

ELM STREET

Norris-HaydeD
LAUNDRY

NORTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL of LAW.

TM

AUBURN, MS.

RICHARD HORTOK

STUDENTS
When you need a GP
Rememrer

FRANGEPAKS,
Bates Students'
8TREET

•

&

Henry N«
Jowolry and Watch
TO Lisbon sttet

DAY PROGRAM
Three Years

EVENING PROGRAM
Four Years

•

•

•

A minimum of two yoar. ol coU#oe
work roquiiod for admission,
AUmlted number of scholarshipo
available to collog. 9jaduatoTP
LL.B. fiogree conforxod
Admits men and women
47
>"• VERNON ST.. BOSTON
N«ar Stato House

W. V. WARlfl
GROCERY STOtf J
HAS EVERYTHING V<T]
FOR THAT LATE V*
Located at 74 Russell
Directly Behind ?»&
OUR CHOICE

Taxi Phone
CHECKER CAB1

'Complete Banking Service"

and Rood-Barton
PRIZE CUP8

CA And WAA Sponsor
Annual May Day Breakfast

DONT BE AN

Shop Early for Freshman Sport Dance
DRESSES and DINNER GOWNS

STERLING

Begins ThursdJ
April 23rd

165 MAIN

Telephone 1710

FOR SUMMER FORMALS

205 Main St.

Shoes at the price
you can pay
26-30 Bates St Lewiston

SALE

"Where

Printing Specialists
1VS MIDDLE 8T.

Pastry Of All Kinds
Opp. Post Office Tel. 1115-M

Committee appointments' cannot be
completed until dormitory assignments have been made, but they will
be publicly announced aa soon as
possible.

ANNIVERSA^i

For Exampis;

Veteran Ike Downes, who was the
state's leading receiver a year ago, is
again handling backstopplng duties.
Rated one of the finest catchers In
New England, Downes is a player
very much worthy of noticing on Saturday.
The Maine infield is the same as it
was last spring with Don Kilpatrlck,
a senior, at the Initial sack, John
Bower of Auburn at the keystone position, Charlie Taylor of Bangor at
short, and three-letterman Nat Crowley at third. Crowley was one of the
finest basketball players in the state
last winter, and is a powerful hitter
and a good fielder on the diamond.
Climaxes Program
Two more veterans will hold down
The "daily appearance" schedule
has also been shortened. Instead of the outfield posts against the Pond
New CA Cabinet
setting aside one day for each item force, Phil Meserve of nearby Me(Continued from page one)
as ha3 usually been the custom, the chanic Falls and Cliff Blake. Other
use of a cbeck-list, every sitfdent vill committee has been forced to double outfielders who are battling for the
be contacted before Friday. Town stu- up on the order and announces that
remaining post are Tommy Pollock
dents have received applications by the observation of appearances will
of Somerville,' Mass., Bob Healy of
mail, and should return these by Frl run as follows: Tuesday, hands and
Augusta, Leon White, a promising
day to one of the Executive Commitfeet; Wednesday, posture and hair, Bangor candidate, and l<owell Ward,
tee, Valerie Salving, Lester Smith, with the customary posture table
a catcher who may be shifted to the
Dorothy Yates, or Al St. Denis. Those Wednesday night In Fiske Dining
outfield because of his hitting power.
who have not yet been contacted and Hall; and Thursday, general appearAt present Pollock seems to have an
who wisb to make application should ance, climaxed by the anxiously
edge on the field but he is being
see their dormitory representatives
awaited "Betty Bates" parade. The pressed by the hard-hitting Ward.
as follows:
committee in charge of tho "Betty
The tilt on Saturday will be the
Cha6e, Esther Under; Hacfce',
Bates" parade Includes Florence
Emily Povall; Wilson, Virginia Stock- Skinner '44, chairman, and Louise second on the Bates schedule, leaving
only four more. This season's slate
man; Frye, Phyllis Hicks; Mitchell, Gifford '44.
includes only six games, two with
Catherine Glazier; Milliken, Mary
Barbara BootEhy "44 is chairman of! eacn of tne State teams. Bowdoin and
Derderian; Whlttier, Lois Oliver;
Cheney, Hazel Smyth; East Parker, the publicity committee and assisting Bates, who shared the title a year
Elbert Smith; West Parker, Phil her are Esther Llnder '44. Emmy ago. both look a trifle weaker this
spring.
However, Maine appears
Goodrich; North New Dorm, Charles Povall '44, and Barbara Moore '44.
Invitations are In charge of Marcia stronger, as does Colby. It looks like
Buck; Middle New Dorm, James Doe;
South New Dorm, Paul Qulmby; John Schaefer '44, chairman, Virginia a free-for-all this year, since the
Bertram, Horace Wood; Roger Wil- Stockman '44 and Carolyn Parkhurst strong teams of a year ago have been
liams, Edward Tooker; Off-Campus, '44. Betty Bamforth '44, chairman, weakened and the weaker strengthenAl St. Denis, Norman Temple, Des- and Marion Burnham '44 are "Working ed. Picking a winner Is like picking a
on the properties committee.
National League winner.
pina Doukas.

C. L. Prince & Son

UNION SQUARE

ICE CREAM

On Saturday morning there will be
assembles lor tne men and women
bead at the Little Theatre and in the Health Week
chayei respectively. Martha Burns '4o
(Continued from page ono)
anu .Nancy uouid 43 wiU speak to the Prlscilla Crane '45; Frye, Elizabeth
women concerning a ^.aUonal WAA Haslem '45; Mitchell, Virginia O Brten
coiuerence that tney recently attend•45; Milliken, Frances Burns '46;
eu at WeUesiey College, Weliesiey,
Whittier, Myrtle Cinsky '45; Cheney,
Aiass.
Nancy Lord '45; Rand, Lucille Leon
At the Wednesday night meeting ot ard '42; and for the town girls, BeaUie biu-u uoaru, rres. June Atkins trice W'oodworth '45.
save an account ol the Stuuent GovHikes will be conducted Tuesday
ernment uomereuce of the preceding
week end; Margaret Soper '43 and Wednesday and Thursday at 6:30 a
iiradley Dearborn '44, Bates represen- m., by Jane Rawson '45, chairman
tatives to the conference, gave re- and Virginia Simons "44.
ports of the business meetings and
Formerly each dorm has presented
discussions that the> had attended. a skit and song during the week but
Following this, the Board commented this year there Is to bo a choice
on many of the suggestions and new among the dorms of either a «ong or
ideas which its own organization may a skit The committee for the songs
be able to apply in the future.
and skits reports that this new sysIn order that the Stu-G Board will tem has met with the approval of the
seem closer to the whole Association, girls as a whole. This committee inthe girls aie cordially invited to visit cludes Muriel Entrees '44, chairman,
the weekly meetings of the Board. A Anne Locke '44, and Terry Foster '44.
system is being furmulated whereby Each dormitory has a representative
different girls who will represent responsible for the presentation by
their respective houses may attend her dorm, of either a skit or a dramthe meeting each week.
atized song. The dormitory represenPhyllis Chase '44 was appointed to tatives include: Chase, Virginia FishInvestigate a plan of having weekly er '43; Wilson, Jane Styer '44; Hackcurrent event discussions which would er, Barbara Moulton '44; Frye, Harbe open to all students who a»-e inter- riett Gray '43; Mitchell, Eva Fowler
ested in the latest news of the war. •44; Milliken, Muriel Lanckton '43;
The Executive Boards of the Stu Whittier, Lois Oliver '43; Cheney,
dent Council and the Student Govern Jean Lombard '43; Rand, Marion Ludment Board met together this week to wick "42, and for the town girls, Betty
work on Freshman Rules and other Lever '44.
campus problems that are common to
"Betty Bates" Parade
both organizations.

PECK'S
62nd

T. J. Murphy Fur Co.

Lewiston Trust Co.

Est. 1873
29 Ash Street,

TeL 2143-2144-3272

Lewiston

WeS5HE^T°N' MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bstes Studefl*

